REAR SIDE OF LOVE

Synopsis:
Story starts with a terrible murder following by the investigation
process, and it reveals the frequency of such murders in same pattern.
A prostitute from a suburban and the trap around her is moving
parallel. How the killer and the prostitute meet at a point and the
happenings after their meet forms the crux of the story with the climax
conveying the safe status of the prostitute.

ACT 1 :
• Harry, the Police officer gets an information about a corpse of a
lady without head, found in the Highway road.
• The team reached the spot and found it is just an another in the
list of a Most-Wanted Serial killer who kills only women and they
were searching for him a long time with no idea of his identity.
• The murders getting repeated in the same pattern in the interval
of 1 week.
• Pressure is on Harry now to close this case very soon and he is
working all hours.

ACT 2 :
• It’s Killer’s day and the killer started his car as usual after the dusk,
and he is on the way to the hunt. He stopped near a motel on
seeing a lady lying sick along the roadside.
• The killer took her into the car and asked her name after a mile
passed.
• Amanda, the prostitute, told him what happened to her and their
continuous talk ended up in mind slip of the killer.
• Amanda’s eyes projects the love and for the first time, his killing
psych gets disturbed by her beauty and melting voice. And the car
was still moving..

MIDPOINT :
• Benny, the associate of Harry receives a call from a stranger again
reporting that another corpse found along the roadside. But this
time and for the first time, it is a Male.

CLIMAX :
• Benny and his team reached the spot and they saw the prostitute
standing near the corpse. They moved near and when they saw
the face of the prostitute, the whole team saluted at her.
• She said that the serial killer’s file is closed.
• She asked a police officer to disclose the face-cloth and for
everyone’s surprise, it was “Harry”.
• The Undercover agent Amanda quit the place with the pride and
guilt of betraying a man with the weapon Love.
• After 7 days of his death, Benny went to Miami with his family for
a short trip.
• Benny saw a crowd near the coast and he cleared it and saw dead
Amanda with head chopped off.
• The closed file gets opened and the chapter gets closed.
• The unwritten pages of the file will be filled in next Chapter.

--------------------------------------- THE END ------------------------------------------

- A Vasanth’s Work.

